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Introduction
Welcome to the new edition of the Havering Fabian Newsletter.
This edition contains
 articles from Margaret Mullane, Nicolas West,
our meetings with Vince Maple, Fay Hough and Unmesh Desai.
 reviews of Young Marx and Labour of Love
Our presence on social media is bringing us closer to a number of new
organisations; we now have over 1,000 followers on twitter. Keep up to
date at our twitter site @haveringfabians for the latest news. We are
affiliated to the four local Labour Parties, and will do all we can to support
their campaigns. Havering Young Labour are on twitter
@ylabourhavering and hope they reflect a growing interest in Labour
politics in Havering.
As opinions are the lifeblood of politics, we welcome a reply to any of the
articles. The Fabian Society exists to promote political debate, both within
and outside the Labour Party. Progressive politics extends beyond the
Labour Party and contributions from the Labour Movement as a whole are
welcome.
Attendances at recent meetings have remained good and the quality of
speakers remains exceptional. We are glad to see a number of new people
attending the meetings, and have an ever increasing number of followers
on Face book and Twitter.
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Website – thanks to some great work carried out by Havering Young
Labour Chair Hannah Dixon, our website has been updated. Our new
website address is http://haveringfabians.org - a little different from the
previous one so please update your Favourites.
We have an open and a closed Face book site, the closed site deal more
with local administration while the open site is used to publish interesting
articles; please contact David Marshall to be added to the site or e-mail
We are now using Mail chimp as a means of communication, which is a
controlled mailing list – if you are not on the list please send us your details,
and if you are please check your spam folders.
Our e-mail address is Haveringfabians@outlook.com

All to play for!
The prospect of a Labour government in the near future is a real one, and
this requires focus from all in the Party on the policies needed to make a
difference. The 2017 Manifesto is a good starting point, although the Party
needs to move thinking on to new ground. The electoral dividend from the
proposed changes in tuition fees was vast – the need to fund early years’
education is a clear priority that was omitted from the Manifesto, and needs
to return. Labour gained much political capital by providing a costed
manifesto, so there are tough choices ahead. Higher taxation is the difficult
solution to this– even now the 1992 election campaign drives the Party
thinking, and have the electorate now reached the view that low taxes are
no longer worth having if public services that result are not sustainable? If
the answer is yes, Labour can make the fundamental changes needed to end
austerity.
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Housing – a continuing crisis
Margaret Mullane writes
Post the Grenfell tragedy, 47 families have been housed permanently in a
property they wished for. 4 out of 5 families still await re housing. Why
have only 47 people been housed?
The Establishment blatantly ignore the wishes of local communities. There
was a huge fund raised to help the families but it wasn’t passed on to
families initially because “they couldn’t be trusted” with the fund! The
undeserving poor – this is a satirist’s depiction of the working class.
The appointment of a man who many feel represents the ruling elite was
appointed to chair an inquiry into the failures at Grenfell. The ensuing
protests from the local community highlight a huge chasm in this country.
Put in its simplest form it’s a “them and us”. The Establishment would not
have a local community representative questioning the Establishments
failures across the Board. I have witnessed it locally as an elected
Councillor. Sometimes when local people speak up for their communities,
you can receive a reception from paid council officers, that you do not have
a right to question their perceived wisdom. Some assume that the local
community may not be educated or have any right to outline the type of
community they want. In Havering Dovers Green is a very good example
of this. The local people want a Village Green, but the local council wants
to build more flats and houses on the green space. “We know best” from
Havering Council is the overriding message to the community at large.
Never forget the Establishment often will have well paid lawyers to back
them up at every stage; Communities don’t.
I can’t write an article without speaking up for Council Housing, but I have
a slightly different message this time. Jermyn Corbyn is right when he says
Planning in this country needs an overhaul. Having sat on planning Boards
for many years, you can see that the need for affordable housing just isn’t
being met. Developers arrive with planning applications with no “truly
affordable housing” and then offer a donation to the local community,
which is of course never their local community. I hear time after time
private builders claiming they “can’t afford “social housing. If a Council
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turn down an application, the decision if appealed gets sent to a non-elected
official to make a decision and if the Council by law have not argued the
case correctly and lose, consequently the council is fined.
The Government currently pretends to endorse Localism. If a local
community objects to someone building a bungalow in a garden, or an
organisation keep building illegally, and ignoring enforcement, this means
councils that have had their budgets stripped massively have to undertake
this work. Speak to Communities - they all wants Council housing, ask
yourself why has there not been a true effort to build it? The Establishment
have no notion of not being able to live in the community, or what it is not
to be able to afford a property or to rent a property at a decent rent.
It is going to take a national solution not dissimilar to the Post War
development to sort the housing crises. Homelessness is rising, and
universal Credit is to be rolled out despite widespread concerns from
charities at the harmful impact this will have on low income families.

The housing crisis is a national scandal but the voice of those most affected
is rarely heard. We must keep affordable housing at the top of our agenda,
as Grenfell sadly showed – lives depend on it.

Margaret Mullane is a Councillor for Village Ward Dagenham
Margaret is a member of Unite and the GMB
Jon Cruddas MP Office Manager
Leading member of Jon Cruddas 2017 – Re-election Campaign
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Hopes for Hylands
Nicholas West
Hopes for Hylands
Nicholas West
In September, Taimaz Ranjbaran, Mohammed Hassan and
myself, Nicholas West, were selected to run in Hylands
Ward in next May’s local elections. Hylands has been a
very significant ward in recent years. For a long time Romford’s politics
has been dominated by the Conservative Party. They had all 21 seats on
the council until 2014 where the Hornchurch Residents Association took
a seat in Hylands ward, shocking the Tories but not the residents at all.
I’ve been a resident in Hylands for 21 years and in my maturer years, I
only can recall a group of Tory councillors simply not paying enough
care or attention to the ward. Residents’ concerns have not been listened
too or acted upon and in 2014 it was the start of the change which I
believe is going to continue in Havering next May. On the doorstep it’s
quite clear people are frankly fed up with the way the council is run and
are actively seeking an alternative. In 2014 both UKIP and the other 2
Hornchurch Residents Association candidates were just off taking council
seats. With the state the government have put Britain in at the moment
and the surge in support for Labour, we have a real chance all across
Havering to send a message to say we want change. Even though we are
underdogs in Hylands, I believe only Labour can genuinely offer real
change.
We’ve touched base with much of the community
already and the frustration is much worse than I
originally anticipated, some of it directed at
Labour to and understandably so in some cases.
“Where have Labour been?” To me is a clear sign
of frustration that there’s been no alternative
other than the neglectful Tories or the “unpolitical” residents association.
In my opinion, we should have been sending campaigners to Hylands
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long before now, who knows what could’ve happened in 2014 had we
been more active?
Still, we only get a small proportion of the blame, and that’s usually from
our own activists. The majority of residents can’t understand how the
council is continuing to operate in this way. How schools are being
operated like businesses and crime is through the roof, residents can’t
understand how mismanagement is happening to this degree. Whether it be
in the east of the ward where residents are trying to save green space for
communal activities such as kids football training and archery or those of
Maygreen Crescent who are being forced out their social homes so the
estate can be re generated into more modern and undoubtedly more
unattainable homes for local residents, there’s frustration is across all
demographics and the message is slowly coming across that Labour offer
an alternative and a voice to all residents.
For us our main aim is to positively campaign and prove that Labour has a
place and purpose in Hylands Ward. With the release of the Paradise Papers
recently, it’s clear that traditionally Conservative leaning areas are also
being victimized by systemic negligence regarding tax avoidance, not to
mention other national and local policy issues. Undoubtedly, we will need
some help from those in our local community to come out and campaign
with us because there’s no doubt that we face a huge challenge in disrupting
the status quo in Hylands next May, but if we can do it here, we can do it
all across Havering.
Nicholas West is prospective Labour candidate for Hylands a film
maker and member of Romford Labour Party.
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Vince Maple – Being an effective opposition
A few of us met up with Vince before the meetings and went to an Italian
in Romford. An excellent start to a very informative evening. Vince, is
good, company, and there is no better prelude to a meeting than a meal and
political gossip. He was the Labour candidate in Chatham and Aylesford
in the 2017 election and had come a respectable but distant second.
He was invited to speak on being an effective opposition. Vince began by
giving a brief overview of Medway, where he leads the Labour group. He
represents the ward when Charles Dickens lived, Chatham Central, an area
steeped in history.
Medway covers Chatham, Gillingham, Rochester, Stroud and Rainham,
and has an urban and rural mix. It is a unitary authority, which Labour
initially controlled, but has had a Conservative majority since the early
2000's, with a significant UKIP presence. Boris Johnson favoured putting
the new London airport in the area, which was not well received.

Vince in full flow with Keith Darvill to his left and David Marshall watching the audience.

Vince has been group leader for five years, and is on the executive of the
Association of Labour Councillors in the south east, where the majority are
in opposition.
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Vince outlined Ten key issues for an effective opposition;
1. Don't be an island - talk to other people, beyond the group. Potentially
the Party has 570,000'members and the activists have something to
contribute.
2. Labour will not win in 2022 if councillors sit in the town hall. While this
is tempting, as there is a lot to do, results have shown that the leaders in
particular are vulnerable if they stay focused on the town hall debates rather
than active campaigning.
3. Be the voice of labour in the community- in Medway, there were three
labour MPs between 1997 and 2010- the councillors carry this torch now.
To do well in later elections labour has to poll well in 2018, more
councillors, mean greater opportunities to, spread to, the labour message in
the community
4. Planning and licensing are more important that the nuclear deterrent to
local, people. Councillors has a quasi-judicial role in the process, and
understanding the issues is important. Vince alluded to the start of
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy where the earth is demolished via an
undetected planning notice - there are many parallels, and don't get caught
out. Keeping up to date with planning applications, related petitions and
campaigns will pay dividends during elections, and long and often boring
emails can be important.
5. Officers are not the enemy- they are bound to spend more time with the
administration as they are the decision makers.
6. Remember the Torres are the enemy, as are residents and any others during an election. Outside, of an election there is power from the council
having a united voice where there is common ground - this was important
in respect of Boris island. Picking the issues where it's appropriate to have
cross party support is key - generally the residents will like this
7. Controversial this one - don't do ward level leaflets - most people do not
know the ward they live in or identify with it
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Leaflets should be at street/ neighbourhood level, or relate to a specific
area. The liberal democrats are masters of this, with different leaflets,
almost on a street by street basis. Vince pointed out that while he was
councillor for Chatham central, this contained none of the area that
residents would identify as central Chatham.
8. How else to communicate? Social media is important but don't be an
idiot and get drawn in. Talk to the right people and know where the
residents are on social media: a point Fay Hough also made (see the article
below).
Facebook has a Medway resident group, of fourteen thousand, while the
local Medway Messenger paper sells three thousand copies. So target effort
in the right place. Try and make involvement in debate normal, so that
people ask for a labour perspective on issues. Street life is a useful medium,
with generally a softer more middle class user group. Twitter tends to be
politicians talking to politicians rather than the wider public.
WhatsApp can be useful for casework.
It is helpful, to set your own rules about how involved you become.
Labour did well in June, having been perhaps five years behind the Torres
in 2015, having now caught up on the sophistication of the targeting.
Beware of past postings as these can come back to haunt you, this was said
before the posting so the Sheffield Hallam MP became public.
9. Almost by definition, and opposition group will be small - you need to
pick your fights. You may well lose, so go in with your eyes open. For
example, Medway Labour campaigned to save sure start centres, and
mange to save some - saving all of them was unlikely, but the rear-guard
have provided some centres that would not otherwise have survived.
10. You are elected as labour councillors and the personal votes will be
minimal. You are elected by labour voters with labour values and it is
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important to remember this - sadly not everyone does and can become part
of the bureaucracy.
Vince gave support to the creating of the English Labour network (see
newsletter 32). He favoured a regional assembly for the South East, a
region of eight million- this works well for London. Proportional
representation makes sense for these bodies (although Vince did not favour
this for Westminster- we are seeking a speaker on electoral reform for June
2018). While he had voted Remain, Medway had voted heavily for Leave.
Taking back control did not mean more power for Westminster but should
mean power to bodies, like the GLA and a South East assembly.
It is uncomfortable for the party that national identity can be problematic,
and an English Labour forum would create the space to discuss these
issues.
Vince said the Brighton conference had been both ludicrous and brilliant
with energy and ideas to, the fore. The new membership has generated
good debate in some areas, and a vitriolic one in others, from both sides
of the argument.
The politics of Brexit has given us unlikely Labour MPs in Canterbury and
Kensington, but also Conservative MPs in former mining areas. While
parts of the country are, moving toward Labour, areas such as Medway and
Havering have seen support decline. This creates a real challenge to the
Party to stay united when different policies are attracting support in
different areas.
So a lot to digest, and Vince then responded to the usual question and
answer session with a great deal of flair. We look forward to Vince
returning in June 2019 with a much expanded Labour group and hopefully,
in control of the Council.
Vince Maple is Leader of the Labour Group on Medway Council, was
Labour Candidate for Chatham and Aylesford in the 2017 General
Election
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Mobilising the Youth Vote – Fay Hough
Fay Hough was the speaker at the first of our two meetings in October.
 Introduction

Fay before the meeting, without the banner and loudhailer of previous newsletters

Fay introduced herself to the audience. She currently works for Jon
Cruddas as Havering co-ordinator. While she had always been interested
in politics, she became more involved when campaigning on behalf of her
son Bowie, who is autistic. This involved significant interaction with
Havering Council, not always a positive experience, she is currently vice
chair of the Dagenham and Rainham Labour Party, and is a prospective
candidate in Rainham in the 2018 council election.
As a result of her campaign work, she has been asked to speak at meetings
introducing Jeremy Corbyn; the confidence that flows from this a result
makes Fay an interesting and lively speaker, and she will be an asset to the
(hopefully much larger) Havering Labour group if elected in May.
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 hard to engage the youth on community politics/ lack of appeal/
functions of Labour meetings/ a lot of young labour stationed
at university)
Fay has been the youth officer for the Dagenham and Rainham Party, and
has seen a change since the 2015 election with younger people becoming
involved. She found the acronym overload that runs through the Labour
Party confusing at first; this was itself an issue, as keen young members
could get lost in what the GC, LCF, EC, GLA etc. all meant – reasons for
joining the party, or even becoming involved on an issue by issue basis
don’t rest on this.
People contact the Party for a number of different reasons and have varying
levels of interest and knowledge in the political process. The Party has to
appreciate this and engage with the younger community in the way they
communicate with each other – mostly social media, which is constantly
evolving.

The rest of the article is taken from Fay’s notes for the meeting;
 The 2017 Election
The “youth quake” was a key component of Corbyn’s 10-point advance
in Labour’s share of the vote – exceeding even Blair’s nine-point gain in
his first 1997 landslide.
Polls suggests turnout among under-35s rose by 12 points compared with
2015, with around 72% of 18-24 year olds voting.
The survey said nearly two-thirds of younger voters backed Labour, with
Brexit being their main concern.
Labour wins in Leeds North West, Canterbury, Cambridge and Plymouth
have been attributed to young people and many student towns or cities
have seen a surge in voter numbers right across the UK.
Young people felt particularly passionate about Brexit, passionate enough
to get involved with the campaign, register to vote and cast their vote. And
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at no surprise this election has seen a further increase in the political
engagement of young people.
Jeremy Corbyn's campaign and presence has inspired thousands of young
people. He has been able to reach out to young people more than any other
party. Young people should be engaged with and should have their
opinions, needs and indeed votes taken seriously.
 What has drove young people to vote?
Young people felt disenfranchised with the political system.
They have felt the burden of austerity and key policy changes - Tuition
fees, housing, youth unemployment, constant education reform, funding
for mental health and youth services, Brexit and welfare reform to name
but a few.
It has often been said that politicians will serve the older population
because they vote and can throw away youth inspired policies because they
don’t.
The Princes Trust survey of 2016 showed that young people have no
confidence in their futures – I feel a young revolution has already started,
and the youth are finally wanting their voices heard.
 What can we do?
As the opposition, we need to continue to delve into the youth. Continue to
listen to what they have to say, what they feel needs improving, how they
can influence tomorrow’s politics and push this through. MP’s,
Councillors, CLP’s and affiliated groups need to inspire the youth to come
forward. Research and campaign on issues that matter to them.
The next Local Election will see 5 people aged 30 and under standing as
candidates in Dagenham and Rainham. This is the biggest injection of
youth into Local Government our CLP has seen. They are standing because
they want change.
Politics has expanded, it’s not just about a group of men sitting down
changing legislation. There are now 208 women MP’s in the Commons, up
from 191 in 2015. 45% of MPs in Labour are women. More and more
young MPs are becoming elected.
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Austerity has had a profound impact, and in my opinion, is one of the main
causes for young people becoming politically active. It’s the reason I am
currently running as a local candidate for Rainham and Wennington ward
Young people do care what happens on our doorstep. It just has to be
delivered in a different way than the old-fashioned way. For example,
instead of having newsletters go out to the youth – contact them with social
media accounts, or put together a photo story email that gets sent to them.
Use their means of communication to communicate with them. No young
person wants to continuously read long reports in The Guardian newspaper.
It’s all about having conversations through exciting means.
Jeremy Corbyn has started an uprising of the youth, it’s our job as Labour
members and supporters to support this rise and encourage it. If we are
going to win the next General Election which I think we will, we have to
give the youth a platform. Simple strategies such as engaging with your
young family members and friends on Facebook should they strike up a
conversation about something they saw on the news is the perfect way to
start
We need to keep our young people engaged and find a new way to ensure
they are represented across all levels of government and policy making.
Only this way will we secure the youth vote, and maintain youth
involvement.
Fay then took questions from the audience. As with Vince, she stressed the
benefit of being involved in community groups on Facebook, ensuring that
Labour views are expressed on local issues. She identified around fifteen
people she had persuaded to support Labour via this route, a refreshingly
realistic number. Being on the doorstep was essential, and she was prepared
to discuss issues with non-Labour voters to establish a credible local
presence.
Fay’s energy and enthusiasm came through and we wish her and her
colleagues well in May.
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Unmesh Desai
The high profile increases in crime, particularly moped related, led to an
increase in public interest in the subject, and a second October meeting.
Unmesh Desai is the lead on the GLA for crime and community safety and
was the ideal speaker to provide an update on recent developments.

Unmesh and Keith discuss policing in the Borough

This was Unmesh's first visit since 2015, and he has been busy serving the
large constituency covering Barking and Dagenham, Newham, Tower
Hamlets and the City of London.
Funding for the police is bleak story - from 2010 to 2015 there had been
£600 million of cuts with a further £400 million to follow. The police
federation, commissioner and national police and crime commissioner
body have all written to the Mayor and Home Secretary pointing out there
is no scope for further cuts. Resources have been lost to the provinces, but
this should not be an argument about getting a bigger share of a reducing
cake.
There is a grant from the home office to the Metropolitan Police to reflect
the requirements to deal with diplomats, terrorism and the Royal family.
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The estimate is that £343 m is need to do this (a lower estimate is £281m)
but the met receives £164 million - well short with the balance met from
the rest of London.
Sadiq Khan is targeting 32,000 police officers, although there are around
30,000 at present. The new Chief Constable has indicated 27,000 could be
possible if trends are no reversed. There is an option to increase the police
levy by 1.99 per cent, equivalent to eight pence a week - this had been lost
when the previous Mayor had not increased the levy, also losing Home
Office grant.
A one percent increase in police pay costs £10.7 million and will attract no
Home Office support. So Sadiq is in. A difficult position
Real Neighbourhood Policing is intended to provide two police officers
and one PCSO1 per ward, locally based. The exceptions are the major
events such as the Notting hill carnival, new year and any major incidents
of disorder. If local figures justify it, the number could be increased for 5
or 6.
There has been a move away from MOPAC2, which has seven priority
areas, to local priorities.
Domestic violence and robbery form two thirds of the local priorities, and
these have increased by 5 percent in Havering, less than the rest of the
capital.
Anti-social behaviour is an issue in all 32 London boroughs, alongside
children and hate crime.
Borough mergers had been an issue. Locally the proposed merger of the
Havering, Redbridge and Barking and Dagenham forces has been trailed
although the Leaders of all three Councils favour local accountability.
Elsewhere the Camden and Barnet merger has been delayed. The results

1
2

Police and Community Safety officer
Mayor’s office for Police and Crime
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have the pilot have been okay but response times have been poor to 45%
of emergency calls.
The Deputy Mayor for policing is Sophie Linden, and she has become
involved and the pilot has been postponed. Political Leaders in all three
authority areas want to make decisions at a local level.
Police stations have been closed although there was success in saving the
station on Dagenham. Many stations are not fit for purpose, and on line
crime reporting has increased significantly.
Havering currently has a 24-hour station open while other bases are
closing. There is a move to community hubs, which are intended to be no
more than 20 minutes away from the wards they service. There is an
increasing use of contact sessions on local community buildings, shops and
civic offices. Sophie Linden is seeking a session of an hour per week in
each ward in London, to increase community engagement.
Moped crime is an issue in Havering although there were 99 cases last year
placing the borough 16th out of 32 - in Barking and Dagenham the figure
is in excess of 1,000. This potentially means there is a lack of reporting and
a need to encourage people to do so.

Unmesh answers questions through an unexpected fog
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There is a common misconception that there is an instruction not to pursue
a moped if the driver does not have a helmet - this is not the case. Police
should act on a case by case basis, and the Home Office is looking at the
law in this area. It is appreciated that the police are concerned, but criminals
are exploiting this. New techniques are being adopted including DNA
spray tagging and tyre deflation devices.
Knife crime has increased by 24 percent, although there were 178 cases in
Havering placing it 6th lowest in London. Sadiq Kahn had launched a
social media campaign in the week preceding the meeting and will be
spending 7 million over the next year, up from 6.25 million previously.
There are dedicated school officers although it's not clear whether these
will be part of the ward based teams or additional resources.
Operation Sceptre had seen 80 officers involved in intelligence led stop
and search. Unmesh is happy with this approach if done properly, and stop
and search is popular with families of victims.
Acid attacks are a further problem. In 2016/17 the borough had the fourth
highest, and there has been a 70 percent increase from the previous year.
However, in Newham there were 149 cases, with 24 in Havering. Carrying
acid is not currently an offence. The law is being changed and fleshed out
to put it on the same status as knife crime. Stephen Timms and Lyn Brown
have been active on the issue in Parliament.
Specific steps have been taken including stopping the online sale to under
18. Anyone can lie, so sales have to be collected from a registered shop.
Sentences have been increased, trading standards have been putting up
posters about sales to under 18’s.
Sadiq Khan is funding a thousand acid testing kits for officers, so they can
deal with attacks when they happen. These will be provided to the fire
service as well, showing a political will to deal with the issue.
There have been moves to reduce gun crime on the streets.
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Modern slavery is a surprisingly large issue in some areas such as
Westminster. The Evening Standard is campaigning on this issue, and each
borough will have a modern slavery ambassador, with a budget for
publicity around the issue - relevant areas include nail bars, car washes,
and the construction industry. There is a need for a register of employers
and for trade union activity in these areas.
Lord Toby Harris has undertaken a review of the terrorist threat, which
reported in October. There were 127 recommendations of which two thirds
have been implemented and the government are dragging their feet on the
others. This has included the adjustments to bridges in central London.
It's clearly a question of if not when there will be attacks, and the threat
from the river in particular is seen as a real one.
On domestic violence, there are calls for a register such as the one that is
currently in place for sex offenders. Nottingham police force have a register
for hate/race and gender crime to get a full picture of behaviour, and three
other forces have followed this example.
Victim support is growing, particularly around acid attacks.
The Harris review has identified that there is some community resistance
to sharing information, and there is a need to build trust.
The electoral fraud in Tower Hamlets is being looked at with the
inspectorate looking at how the met handled the enquiry.
There are also reviews undertaken of crime in the Olympic Park, so that
the effects of new development can be dealt with in new development such
as Beam Park and Barking Riverside.
So a very detailed report from Unmesh, who then dealt with a range of
questions. He ended by saying he was due to meet Sara Hyde (our speaker
earlier in the year), so it's good to see a link between how crime is dealt
with and the prison services.
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Young Marx
Young Marx is the first production at the new Bridge Theatre next to Tower
Bridge. So there was novelty value in going to a performance in the new
900 seat venue. Good first impression - good sight lines and acoustics,
comfortable chairs with decent leg room, plenty of toilets and free tap water
available at the interval.

Young Marx stars Rory Kinnear. as Marx and Oliver Chris as Fredrick
Engels, supported by Nancy Carroll as Jenny Marx and Laura Elphinstone
as the family’s maid.
This is a light-hearted and often amusing production. Marx is portrayed as
an unemployed, unemployable immigrant who has escaped from Prussia,
but not from their agents, who follow him relentlessly. He is poor,
penniless and has a drink problem. His wife, daughter of the Scottish
aristocracy, provides some financial relief, but his salvation is Engels.
At the start of the play. Marx is scrapping a living, on the run from the
Prussian spies and police. He is not writing and not motivated to do very
much. He is reluctant to attend party meetings, preferring the lure of 18
pubs in Tottenham Court Road. In short he is lazy, demotivated and not
supporting his family.
None the less he attends the party meeting, and is alarmed by the
revolutionary fervour of the exiled French communists. Britain is not ready
for a revolution; Marx believes the people love their Queen and this would
stall an uprising. The dispute gets violent.
Marx then has a child with his maid, has marital problems, loses his young
son, and is not employed on the railways, as potential employers are wary
of his reputation. Engels is persuaded to act as father to the maid’s child to
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save Marx’s marriage. Marx disappears to the British library to start
writing, finally motivated to do something.
The rest is history, although there is a chance (and unlikely) meeting with
Charles Darwin, who Marx suggests might like to call his current work "the
origins of man".
Marx begins to work on Das Kapital, and for a brief while the play becomes
political as the theory of surplus value is explained. This is why Marx is
relevant is a political theorist even today. There are many millions of
words available analysing this point - suffice to say that there are echoes
of how surplus value explains the working of modern capitalist economies
and Marx would have plenty to say about the market distortions caused by
private rented housing. The proposal for a basic income (which those of
you who were at the Jon Cruddas meeting last year will recall has some
support from the free market right as well as the left) is grounded in the
value of labour as an activity.
Engels moves to Manchester to run the family business, but provides Marx
ongoing financial support. The book is finished and the rest is history...
An unlikely comedy, with occasional songs and limited politics. You
won't leave wanting to storm the Bastille, but a good night out, and a
reminder that Marx remains one of the major political thinkers, was human
and had his own demons to deal with.

Labour of Love
Labour of Love is set in an imaginary constituency in the East Midlands
former coalfields. It is election night 2017, and the sitting Labour MP
(Martin Freeman) is in his office with his agent, Tamsin Grieg. They have
just heard the result of the first re -count, overturning the initial result which
means they are now losing. A second recount plays out while the plot
evolves.
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It's time to reflect on several things. Neighbouring seats voted leave in the
referendum and have fallen to the Tories. A long history of Labour holding
the seat could be about to end. The relationship between the MP, his
estranged wife and his agent also plays out as the plot develops.
The play works backwards from this point through previous elections and
key points the relationship between the two main characters. The MP is a
middle class mainstream Blairite, the agent from a more traditional
old/working class Labour background.
The two get on, agreeing to differ at various points form the greater good the everlasting debate within the party between left and right, and electoral
success coming because the two factions work with each other. The success
of Corbyn during the election is for analysis another day. The play uses
video to provide the background to the development of the relationship
between the two against the backdrop of change in the party.
The key points are the rise and fall of new Labour, the fall of Thatcher and
replacement by Major, and the unexpected death of John Smith - the MP is
elected during this period at a by election and so is largely unnoticed. The
Sheffield rally is still a “head in hands” moment, and the agent’s tirade
against Thatcher generates the most audience reaction - most of the
audience will have remembered where they were when she resigned
(boringly, at my desk, although when the earlier result of the first ballot
was announced watching a film at the Swiss centre in Leicester Square).
Any interesting stories welcome.
Anyway, the play provides a humorous insight into the Party over an
extended period, and the ongoing tensions. It won't explain the Brexit vote,
(Our Country a work in progress was much better at addressing this)
although a play set in the area of the country where Labour lost seats could
have had a lot to say on this issue.
The MP has come to realise, whatever the result (the next phone call comes,
but the agent does not share the result) his time has gone. Having become
emotionally involved with his agent, he explains previous lack of support
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for her council candidacy with the view he thinks she should replace him
when the time comes.
The play is great entertainment, and covers the political, events of the
period well. The ongoing political tensions are there, but the more
interesting issue of how a long held safe seat can be lost when in the south
there are unexpected labour regains in Canterbury, Kensington and
Portsmouth is not developed.
The play ended in early December, but expect to see a TV programme at
some point. The actors are excellent and credible, with a great sense of
comic timing, although some of the language may not make any future TV
version!

Future Meetings
January 2018
The first meeting of the year will see a panel of prospective Labour Council
candidates from across Havering discuss their vision for the Borough. The
panel will include Angelina Leatherbarrow, Trevor Mckeever and Tele
Lawal. Date probably 17th January, venue to be confirmed on the website

Angelina and Trevor
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February 2018
On Friday 9th February, the Society’s Annual General Meeting will be
followed by guest Speaker Mike Gapes MP for Ilford South. Mike has
spoken to us several times before, the first occasion being in 1983! Mike is
an expert on International issues, and a keen user of social media. The
meeting will be held at Fairkytes, 7.30pm for the AGM and 8pm for Mike.

Mike Gapes MP for Ilford South
Never one to avoid controversy, his chosen topic is “How to stop Brexit”
– So an interesting night ahead!

March
On Wednesday 7th March, former GLC Member for Hornchurch Alan
Williams will be the speaker, covering the GLC and beyond. Alan was
elected as part of the Labour administration led by Ken Livingstone in
1981, and was Labour candidate for Hornchurch in both the1983 and 1987
General Elections.

For those of a certain age.
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He was also a Havering Councillor from 1986-1990. He is a Barrister by
profession, having previously been a Teacher, and was a founder member
of Havering Fabians. The meeting will again be at Fairtkytes, with a 7.30
start time.

April
There will be no meetings in April as the campaign for the Council
(General?) election will be in full swing.

May
In May, the speaker will be GLA list Member Tom Copley. The subject is
still to be finalised, but will probably be Housing. The date is still to be
finalised but is provisionally set for 21st or 22nd May venue to be
confirmed.

Tom Copley AM – note the badge

June
In June we will be holding a meeting with Joe Sousek, a speaker from the
Labour for PR Campaign – date and venue to be advised in the next
newsletter and via the website and our social media outlets.
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Next Edition
The next edition is due in March and we hope to have further articles by
some of the Labour candidates standing in the May elections, review of our
meetings and an update on political issues local and national. It is always
possible we will be in another General Election campaign by this point, so
your articles about what happens next would be welcome.

We value your input!
The Society invites speakers on a range of subjects; if you would like us to
invite speakers on a particular subject let us know and we will try to oblige.
The Society has a policy of rotating meetings around the Borough; if you
need or can offer a lift or if you know of any suitable venues we could use,
contact David Marshall. Contributions to the newsletter are always
welcome. The Fabian Society exists to promote progressive ideas from
within and outside of the Labour movement. As such we are happy to
publish articles in keeping with this broad ethos, but reserve the right not
to include all or part of any material which falls outside of this parameter.
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Local Fabian Society Contacts
Chair Councillor Keith
Darvill

Secretary David Marshall

Contact
David Marshall
31 Vicarage Road
Hornchurch RM12 4AS
01708 441189

Membership Secretary

david.c.marshall@talk21com

Vice Chair Sam Gould

Treasurer Dave Baldock

Committee Members
Cecile Duerinckx

Ed Glasson

Sanchia Alasia

Mike Flynn

Ian Carnochan

Hannah Dixon

Links
The following links should be useful in keeping up with the debate in the
Labour movement
National Fabian Society www.fabian-society.org.uk
The Labour Party www.labour.org.uk
Jon Cruddas MP for Dagenham www.joncruddas.org.uk
Twitter @joncruddas_1
Barking Labour Party www.barkinglabour.org.uk/
Twitter @barkinglabour
Romford Labour Party www.romford-labour-party.org.uk/
Twitter @romfordabour
Hornchurch and Upminster Labour Party
Website http://hornchurchandupminsterlabour.org.uk/
Facebook Hornchurch-Upminster-Constituency-Labour-Party
Twitter @HULabour
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Havering Fabian Society is affiliated to
 National Fabian Society
 Dagenham and Rainham Labour Party
 Romford Labour Party
 Upminster and Hornchurch Labour Party
 Barking Labour Party
 Havering Young Labour

Havering Fabian Membership
To join Havering Fabian Society, please complete the following and send
to David Marshall. You can also join the Society nationally, David has
more details. You do not have to be a member of the Labour Party to join
Havering Fabians, but you will need to be a Labour Party member to take
part in Labour Party selections and elections.
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Havering Fabian Society
Founded in 1974, the Society promotes progressive political thought in
Havering and beyond. Membership of the Society is not necessary to attend
meetings, and neither is membership of the Labour Party.

However, to participate in nominations to the Local Labour Parties or in
selection conferences, membership of both is required. The Society meets
regularly throughout the year, apart from the summer and during election
campaigns. Local Membership is currently £10 waged, £5 unwaged.
……………………………………………………………………………

I\ we wish to join Havering Fabians
Name ……………………………….
Address …………………………………….
……………………………………..
……………………………………..
………….postcode………………...
E-mail………………………………………..
Phone number ……………………………….
Waged (£10) unwaged £5 ……………………
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